CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

Soft Plastic Seating
Whatever your furniture needs and preferences
may be, Virco gives you lots of soft plastic seating choices. We carry seven diverse product lines
with a range of styles and seat heights that work

anywhere from Pre-K through adult education.
Our expanded soft plastic palette lets you choose
from 29 exciting colors.

Metaphor® Series

ZUMA® Series

Sage™ Series

Virtuoso® Series

9 models - page 12

18 models - page 18

14 models - page 28

6 models - page 34

Grades: Pre-K through College

Grades: Pre-K through College,
Adult Learning

Grades: 9 through College,
Adult Learning

Grades: 9 through College,
Adult Learning

Virco’s newest soft plastic chair
collection, Metaphor® was
conceived by award-winning
designers Peter Glass and Bob
Mills as an updated sequel to
the 9000 Classic Series™. With
improvements in comfort, ergonomics, and manufacturing
efficiencies, Metaphor chairs
deliver long-lasting, supportive
performance in K-12 settings.
They can also be arranged in
12-high, truly vertical stacks for
easier movement, storage and
classroom cleaning.

Why do we describe Zuma® by
Peter Glass and Bob Mills as the
point of rest for classroom furniture? Because Zuma bridges
the gap: between ergonomic
support and a sense of style
that’s welcoming to students;
between durable construction and sustainable product
design; and ultimately, between
budgetary pressures and actual
affordability. Educators agree:
following its 2004 unveiling,
Zuma went on to establish a
new initial-year sales record for
Virco products.

Another Glass/Mills creation,
Sage™ has a larger chair
shell and a wider backrest
that’s perfectly contoured
for high school, college and
university, and adult learning
environments. Generously
proportioned Sage models
are particularly appropriate for
today’s physically larger student population.

With a comfortable articulating back that provides intuitively effective support, Virtuoso®
chairs by Charles Perry occupy a
unique place in Virco’s seating
lineup. In addition to their plastic seat and back configuration,
they’re Virco’s only classroom
chairs that can be ordered with
a padded, fully upholstered seat
and back.

Choosing Furniture
continued from page 3

the parameters of your budget. But when you team-up with a school
furniture manufacturer that offers a complete range of quality product
lines at a variety of price points, and a comprehensive FF&E planning
service for construction projects and large furniture purchases – like
Virco’s PlanSCAPE® service – this challenge becomes much easier to
handle.
At Virco, we’ve got the resources to make it easy for you to find the
furniture that’s best for your school or district. Your Virco representative would be glad to help you evaluate any – or all – of the factors
indicated here so that you can be sure to choose the right furniture.
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Cucumber
Apple
Sea Mist
Teal
Forest Green
Navy
Blueberry
Hyacinth
Purple Iris
Lavender
Fuchsia
Coral
Pink
Wine

I.Q.® Series

9000 Classic Series™

2000 Series

11 models - page 36

18 models - page 42

15 models - page 46

Grades: Pre-K through College,
Adult Learning

Grades: Pre-K through College

Grades: Pre-K through College

Introduced by Virco in 1998, I.Q.®
revolutionized the classroom
furniture industry. Designer
Richard Holbrook’s groundbreaking approach to ergonomics and
style enabled I.Q. to inspire a
new direction in education seating products.

Is there any question that the
Classic Series™ has attained iconic
status? We’ve sold more than
47,500,000 Classic Series models. That fact alone testifies to
the enduring practicality of these
instantly recognizable chairs.

Popular with many school districts, 2000 Series chairs combine
a smooth polypropylene shell
with a comfortable waterfall seat
front. Designed – like all Virco
classroom chairs – to withstand
the rigors of learning environments, the 2000 Series is an
excellent furniture value.

Red
Sunset
Papaya
Squash
Driftwood
Chocolate
Graphite
Black
Eclipse
Adobe
Moonstone

Suggested Size Selector
Grade
Presch. - K
1
2
3
4
5-16

10”

12”

Seat heights
13”
14” 151/2”

Gold Finch
16” 171/2”

18”

19”
Paprika
Horizon
Willow

Suggestions are for students of average height and weight.
Seat heights should be measured by calculating the distance from the
floor to the top of the front curve of the seat. Measurements should not
be taken at the seat’s side or rear.
If at all possible, measure the heights of a representative sample of students
in each grade prior to each school year. This will help you more accurately
determine your specific seating needs as time goes by.

Soft plastic seats are
available in 29 standard
and designer colors.

Virco Inc.
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Hard Plastic Seating
Why do so many schools specify hard plastic
classroom furniture? Because, as our traditional
Martest 21® hard plastic formulation suggests, it
isn’t easily scratched or marred; it doesn’t fade;
and it’s impervious to flames. In addition to

Martest 21, Virco now offers Fortified Recycled
Wood™ (FRW™) hard plastic. Four Virco hard
plastic seating lines give you a variety of features
and benefits.

Telos® Series

ZUMAfrd™ Series

3000 Series

3300 Series

8 models - page 48

3 models - page 54

12 models - page 56

4 models - page 61

Grades: K through College

Grades: 9 through College,

Grades: K through College

Grades: K through College

Newly released Telos® chairs,
designed by Peter Glass and
Bob Mills, deliver an unsurpassed level of hard plastic seating performance. Made with
Fortified Recycled Wood hard
plastic components, Telos offers
the sustainability features and
ergonomic benefits found in our
ZUMAfrd line. Telos also gives
you the unprecedented convenience of hard plastic chairs that
can be arranged in 10-high, truly
vertical stacks.

With seats and backs made
from Virco’s proprietary Fortified
Recycled Wood™ (FRW™),
ZUMAfrd™ products combine all
the benefits of hard plastic classroom furniture with highly sustainable materials. Thanks to the
efforts of Peter Glass and Bob
Mills – and to Virco’s innovative
mold designs and advanced process controls – the ergonomically
contoured ZUMAfrd line offers
the most comfortable hard plastic chairs you can buy.

For decades, educators have
relied on 3000 Series classroom
chairs with colorfast, scratchresistant, flameproof Martest
21® hard plastic seats and backs.
These traditional products continue to provide dependable
service in thousands of schools
from coast to coast.

A rectangular back and a unitized, 1” diameter steel frame
give 3300 Series chairs their
characteristic appeal. Like our
3000 Series chairs, all 3300
Series models feature seats and
backs made from Martest 21
hard plastic.

MARTEST 21 HARD PLASTIC

Made from wood flour, resin, and other essential ingredients processed under carefully controlled conditions,
Martest 21 hard plastic components are renowned for their colorfast appearance, scratch-resistant durability
and flameproof safety. Martest 21 furniture has a proven history of long-lasting classroom performance.
FRW HARD PLASTIC

With the same performance characteristics as Martest 21, Virco’s FRW hard plastic formulation provides added
levels of sustainability. FRW components contain recycled-content materials; when available, they’re made with
post-consumer materials reclaimed through Virco’s Take-Back program! All Telos and ZUMAfrd seats and backs
are standard with ergonomically contoured FRW hard plastic for comfort and support.
Merlot
Indigo
Apple

Sea Mist

Pine

Pink

Lagoon
Fuchsia

Coral

FRW hard plastic seats are
available in 17 standard and
designer colors.
Strawberry
Papaya
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Metaphor® is a bridge from the past to
the present. Designed by Peter Glass
and Bob Mills, Metaphor reminds us of
an old familiar face, yet it’s fresh and
alive. Drawing on the successes of the
past, Virco has engineered Metaphor to
deliver the best of the best – the richness
of colors from our ZUMA® Series, the contoured comforts of Sage™ and I.Q.®, and
the trademark durability you’ve come to
expect from Virco products – all based on
a fully unitized steel frame in the tradition
of our 9000 Classic Series™.
Metaphor, like hundreds of other Virco
products, has earned indoor air quality certification through the GREENGUARD® for
Children and Schools Program.

metaphor - Bodoni

Built on the 9000 Classic Series Legacy
Metaphor’s new, exciting design was inspired by the
most popular classroom furniture series ever with over
47,500,000 units sold since 1965.
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See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Metaphor Features
®

Soft rolled seat crest

Contoured Shell
Metaphor® offers a beautifully sculpted seat for lasting
comfort. A gently curved lumbar area, a deeply contoured
seat pocket, softened edges and a waterfall front make
this a uniquely comfortable chair.

CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

Hand hold

Concealed
rivets
Full-perimeter frame

Waterfall seat

Deep set seat pocket

True-Vertical Stack

Full Perimeter Frame

All Metaphor 4-leg models can be stacked 12 high. No other classroom
series chair stacks up to it.

Strength and durability are the
main benefits of a full perimeter
frame chair and Metaphor delivers that and more...extraordinary
comfort not usually experienced
in a full-framed seat.

Concealed Rivets
The Metaphor shell has 8
attachment points consisting of
two molded-in frame pockets
and six concealed rivets.

Off-The-Floor Nesting
Textured Shell
Metaphor has a uniquely textured
polypropylene shell for slip-resistance and durability.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

The Metaphor seat sits flat on a
desk top providing easy access
for cleaning.

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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Metaphor
Stack Chairs
®

Metaphor® is available in 4 sizes to fit
students in pre-K through 12. The seat
has been designed to provide surprising
comfort for a fully-framed chair. And
that’s important because students spend
more time in their classroom chair than
any other seat during the day. The
waterfall front, deep seat pocket and
rolled back seat crest provide excellent
ergonomic support.

Superior Stacking Capabilities
All Metaphor 4-leg models can be stacked 12 high.
No other classroom series chair stacks up to it.

N918

i

See page 277 & 279 for information
on chair trucks. Please refer to page
311 for “Guidelines for Stacking &
Moving Furniture.”

HCT789
Metaphor Colors
FRAME FINISH

Chrome
CHRM
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SOFT PLASTIC SEAT

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

BLK01

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

N916

N914

N912

Suggested Size Selector
		
Grade
Presch. - K
1
2
3
4
5-16

12”

Seat heights
14”
16”

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Suggestions are for students of average height and weight.
18”

Seat heights should be measured by calculating the distance from the floor
to the top of the front curve of the seat. Measurements should not be taken
at the seat’s side or rear.
If at all possible, measure the heights of a representative sample of students
in each grade prior to each school year. This will help you more accurately
determine your specific seating needs as time goes by.
Feel free to contact your Virco Representative with any questions or concerns
you may have regarding classroom seating.

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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ZUMA Seating
®

Best-selling ZUMA® 4-leg chairs give your
students a comfortably flexible backrest;
a wide, spacious seat; and a gently sloping waterfall front that’s easy on their
legs. With 13”, 15” and 18” seat heights,
these chairs provide effective furniture
support for students through-out the K-12
spectrum. A 10” ZUMA chair for early
learning venues complements our other
ZUMA 4-leg models. Like hundreds of
other Virco models, all ZUMA chairs
are certified according to the stringent
GREENGUARD® indoor air quality standard for children and schools.

Passive Ergonomics

From intuitive backrest ribs to a supportive
contoured seat, ZUMA chairs and combo units
incorporate passive ergonomic features for
long-lasting comfort.

Fixed-Height ZUMA Chairs
ZUMA’s comfortable fixed-height chairs deliver contoured seating
for a full spectrum of educational settings.

ZU418

ZU415

ZU413

Since its introduction in June of 2004, ZUMA
has been awarded the coveted NeoCon®
Editors’ Choice Award and Design Journal’s
ADEX Platinum Award.
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See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified
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ZU410
ZUMA® Chair with 10” Seat Height
For early learning environments, ZUMA’s student chair
selection includes a 10” seat-height model.

4-leg 18” chairs
stack 6 high.

i

See page 277 & 279 for information
on chair trucks. Please refer to page
311 for “Guidelines for Stacking &
Moving Furniture.”

HCT789
Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

ZUMA Colors
Suggested Size Selector
		
Grade
Presch. - K
1
2
3
4
5-16

10”

Seat heights
13”

FRAME FINISH
15”

18”
Chrome
CHRM

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

BLK01

SOFT PLASTIC SEAT

Suggestions are for students of average height and weight.
Seat heights should be measured by calculating the distance from the floor
to the top of the front curve of the seat. Measurements should not be taken
at the seat’s side or rear.

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

If at all possible, measure the heights of a representative sample of students
in each grade prior to each school year. This will help you more accurately
determine your specific seating needs as time goes by.
Feel free to contact your Virco Representative with any questions or concerns
you may have regarding classroom seating.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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ZUMA Seating
®

The organic curves of the ZUMA® cantilever chair mimic nature’s non-linear flow,
providing an elegant alternative to the
hard-edged institutional look that afflicts
so many classrooms. The intrinsic flex of
the cantilever chair provides surprising
comfort - lean forward for typing or note
taking and the frame firms up; lean back
and it relaxes. Three seat heights let you
bring cool, supportive ZUMA cantilever
seating to elementary schools, college
campuses or anywhere in between.

Passive Ergonomics

From intuitive backrest ribs to a
supportive contoured seat, ZUMA
chairs and combo units incorporate passive ergonomic features
for long-lasting comfort.

ZUMA Cantilever Chairs
An elegant fusion of style and ergonomic
support makes Virco’s ZUMA cantilever
chairs great for focused work or relaxing.

ZCANT13

ZCANT15

ZCANT18

ZCANT18 chairs are designed to nest with
ZUMA single-student cantilever desks.
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See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified
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ZUMA Rocks
®

With a sleek, inviting feel and a moderate
range of motion, the ZUMA® 18” rocking chair works in libraries, breakrooms,
reading nooks, or as a side chair in the
classroom. For elementary and middle
schools, 13” and 15” models let younger,
smaller students experience the fun that
comes with a ZUMA rocker. Guaranteed
to brighten the mood of any environment: ZUMA rocks!

ZUMA Rockers
These small-scale rocking chairs with a moderate
range of motion are appropriate for libraries, reading
nooks, break rooms or as side chairs in the classroom.
Guaranteed to brighten the mood of any environment.

Glides and seats are
color matched.

ZUMA Colors
Available in all related Standard
and Designer soft plastic colors.

FRAME FINISH

Chrome
CHRM

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

BLK01

ZCANT models are only available with a
Chrome or Silver Mist frame and Graphite
glides.
ZROCK13, ZROCK15 and ZROCK18 are
only available with a Chrome frame.
SOFT PLASTIC SEAT

ZROCK13

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

ZROCK15

ZROCK18

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

Blueberry

Purple Iris

Wine

Red

BLU40

PUR43

RED50

RED70

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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By popular demand, Virco’s generously
sculpted, super-comfortable Sage™
Series now provides a variety of preschool through adult-learning seating solutions. Originally conceived
by the award-winning team of Peter
Glass and Bob Mills for use in high
schools, colleges, universities and
related settings, customer satisfaction
with Sage inspired the development
of additional models to complement
early learning, elementary and middle school environments.
Along with its original adult-height
models, Sage now offers a 13” and a
15” 4-leg chair, and a corresponding
pair of cantilever chairs. In addition
to these chairs for younger, smaller students, we’re introducing an articulating
Sage tablet arm model for high school
and adult learning venues. Selected
adult-height Sage models can also now be
ordered with a padded, upholstered seat.
Sage’s generously sculpted shell enables
better seating load distribution for less
fatigue, greater comfort and enhanced circulation. A flexible, high-profile backrest
with raised contours provides a smoother
“ride” when leaning back in the chair.
Aesthetically, Sage unites understated contours, an elegantly dimpled backrest
and a gently rolled perimeter for
balanced styling.

HCT789

i
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See page 277 & 279 for
information on chair trucks.
Please refer to page 311 for
“Guidelines for Stacking &
Moving Furniture.”

CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

Fixed-Height Sage™ Chairs
Sage chairs with 13”, 15”, 18” and 19” seat heights elegantly
combine good looks with exceptional seating comfort.

Passive Ergonomics

From intuitive backrest ribs to
a supportive contoured seat,
Sage chairs and combo units
incorporate passive ergonomic
features for long-lasting comfort.

SG419

SG418

SG415

Available in all
related Standard and
Designer colors.

Sage Colors
Suggested Size Selector
		
Grade
Presch. - K
1
2
3
4
5-16

Seat heights
		
13”
15”
18”

SG413

FRAME FINISH
19”

Chrome
CHRM

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

BLK01

SOFT PLASTIC SEAT AND GLIDES

Suggestions are for students of average height and weight.
Seat heights should be measured by calculating the distance from the floor
to the top of the front curve of the seat. Measurements should not be taken
at the seat’s side or rear.
If at all possible, measure the heights of a representative sample of students
in each grade prior to each school year. This will help you more accurately
determine your specific seating needs as time goes by.
Feel free to contact your Virco Representative with any questions or concerns
you may have regarding classroom seating.
ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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Sage™ Cantilever Chairs
You can order Sage cantilever chairs in three fixed-height
sizes for elementary through adult-learning environments.

SGCANT18

SGCANT15

SGCANT13

Padded, Upholstered Seats
The following Sage models come with a padded seat
in seven upholstery colors which correspond to the soft
plastic colors shown below.

SG418P - 18” seat-height 4-leg chair
SG419P - 19” seat-height 4-leg chair
SGCANT18P - 18” seat-height cantilever chair
SGTASK18P - Adjustable-height task chair
SGLABP - Adjustable-height lab stool

PADDED SEAT FABRIC and PLASTIC COLORS
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Adobe

Wine

Horizon

Navy

Eclipse

Black

Willow

BRN262

RED267

BLU263

BLU266

GRY265

BLK261

GRN264

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified
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Virtuoso Seating
®

Conceived by world-renowned sculptor and furniture designer
Charles Perry, Virtuoso® seating brings exceptional comfort and
tasteful styling to any educational setting. By gently flexing to
accommodate your position in the chair, Virtuoso’s patented
articulating back provides long-lasting support.
You can order Virtuoso models with a contoured polypropylene seat and back, or a padded, upholstered seat and back.
And in addition to chairs with or without self-skinned urethane
arms, two Virtuoso models are now available with a fixed
tablet arm.

Stack and Store
Use Virco’s HCT2945 chair truck to stack and
store model 2945, 2945A, 2945P and 2945AP
Virtuoso chairs up to 12 high.

i

See page 276 & 279 for information on chair
trucks. Please refer to page 311 for “Guidelines
for Stacking & Moving Furniture.”

Ganging Device
An optional ganging device speeds and secures
alignment of chairs in rows. The ganging device
is available only on models 2945 and 2945P.

Virtuoso Colors
FRAME

Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

SOFT PLASTIC

PACIFICA FABRIC

Chrome

Navy

Graphite

Black

Sapphire

Graphite

Wineberry

CHRM

BLU51

GRY41

BLK01

BLU211

GRY212

RED213

LAMINATE TOP - 2945TA and 2945TAP

34
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Fusion
Maple

Medium
Oak

Grey
Nebula

MPL385

OAK084

GRY091

Walnut
WAL078

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified
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A Higher Level of Furniture
For decades, Virco’s Classic Series™ and Martest 21® products set the standard of excellence for
classroom furniture. While these popular lines continue to provide outstanding service in thousands of venues, it’s undeniable that the passage of time has brought important changes to our
educational landscape.
Fundamental learning activities have been supplemented by
computers, the Internet and other technology. And just
as the content and character of age-old curricula have
grown and evolved, so has our awareness of what
constitutes an ergonomically supportive learning environment, especially in light of the
growing diversity of our student population. That’s why Virco has worked with
internationally renowned designer Richard
Holbrook to develop the I.Q.® furniture
line. Grounded in Holbrook’s extensive
research and observation of classroom
settings throughout the nation, I.Q. was
honored with a Best of NeoCon® Gold
Award at America’s most prestigious
furniture trade show.
Unlike the typical educational seating of past generations, all I.Q. chairs
and chair desks feature a gentle lumbar curve to more effectively support
the lower back. The concave shape of
the I.Q. seat more fully conforms to the
human body’s natural contours. With a
waterfall front that’s easier on your legs
and an extra-wide design that accommodates a wider range of movement in
the chair - a particularly important point
when it comes to irrepressibly active
younger students - I.Q. delivers sustained seating comfort.
With I.Q., educational seating is now
more supportive, more size-sensitive,
more stylish: and ultimately, more
intelligent. What else would you
expect from a higher level of
furniture?

Virco’s I.Q. Series received a 2002 Best of NeoCon® Award at
America’s most prestigious contract furniture trade show.

36
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I.Q. Series Seating
®

Virco’s I.Q.® Series by Richard Holbrook
offers smart seating solutions for today’s
learning environments. Drawing on his
wide-ranging international design experience, Holbrook has fashioned a diverse,
yet balanced product collection to provide flexibility and support in classrooms,
lecture halls, dining areas, seminar
settings, administrative environments
and libraries.
The I.Q. Series includes a selection of 4-leg chairs featuring a
contoured seat with built-in
lumbar support and a heavygauge 7⁄8” tubular steel frame.
Models are available in 171⁄2”,
151⁄2” and 13” seat heights.
Sled-based I.Q. chairs also give
you the comfort and support
of Richard Holbrook’s ergonomically contoured shell.
In addition, sled-based
models come with a sturdy 3⁄4” tubular steel frame
and an underseat steel support plate. Like I.Q.’s 4-leg
models, these chairs can be
ordered with 171⁄2”, 151⁄2”
and 13” seat heights.

264517
171⁄ 2” seat height.

264515
151⁄ 2” seat height.

264513
Glide color
matches seat.

13” seat height.

Comfort
Stacking

Designed in light of Richard
Holbrook’s extensive research,
I.Q. chairs flex to enhance your
seating comfort.

I.Q. 4-leg chairs stack
four-high.

Available in all Standard and
Designer soft plastic colors.
Chrome frame only.

I.Q. Colors for Models
264513, 264515 and 264517
FRAME
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SOFT PLASTIC SEAT AND GLIDES

Chrome

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

CHRM

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified
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Classic Series
Classroom Chairs
™

Over the years, Virco’s 9000 Classic
Series™ chairs have become an integral
part of our educational landscape. These
popular chairs are fixtures in thousands
of classrooms across the nation, and
around the world. They’re available in
12 attractive colors and five seat heights
to coordinate with your learning environment. A padded 18” version (model
9018P) is also available.
9600 Series chairs feature a sled-based
design that’s ideal for carpeted surfaces
only. Like our 9000 Series chairs, they
stack efficiently for easy storage.

•9618
9600 Series chairs come in
four seat heights, and are
recommended for use on
carpeted floors only.

The Classic Series includes four mobile
chairs. Model 9050 and padded model
9050P feature a traditional 4-leg design,
while padded model 9260PGC comes
with a five-point base. As an added
convenience, our model 9260PGC has a
pneumatic mechanism for instant, ultraeasy adjustments, as does our model
9260GCLS lab stool.

9018
With over 47,500,000 in unit sales, Virco’s 9000
Series models are an ever-popular choice in
classrooms across the nation.

Suggested Size Selector
		
Grade
Presch. - K
1
2
3
4
5-16

10”

12”

Seat heights
14”
16”

18”

•9612

Suggestions are for students of average height
and weight.
Seat heights should be measured by calculating the
distance from the floor to the top of the front curve of
the seat. Measurements should not be taken at the
seat’s side or rear.

•9614

•9616

•9618

Models 9612, 9614, 9616 and 9618 are recommended for carpeted surfaces only.

If at all possible, measure the heights of a representative sample of students in each grade prior to each
school year. This will help you more accurately determine your specific seating needs as time goes by.

9018

9016

9014

9012

9010

HCT789

i
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See page 277 & 279 for information
on chair trucks. Please refer to page
311 for “Guidelines for Stacking &
Moving Furniture.”

Virco Inc.

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

9018P

•9050

•9050P

Soft Casters - U9024CAST
An optional 5-pack of soft casters is available for the
9000 Series task chair and lab stool.

Soft Casters – U9050CAST
An optional 4-pack of soft casters is available for
the model 9050 and 9050P mobile chairs.

9000 Series Colors
Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

FRAME FINISH

Chrome
CHRM

5-STAR BASE COLOR

Silver Mist Char Black

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

GRY02

BLK01

BLK01

• Models 9612, 9614, 9616, 9618, 9050 and 9050P are
only available with a Chrome frame.
Models 9612, 9614, 9616 and 9618 are
recommended for carpeted surfaces only.
SOFT PLASTIC SEAT

9260PGC

9260GCLS

Fixed Glides - UGLIDE

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

UPHOLSTERY/PLASTIC

An optional 5-pack of fixed glides is available for
the 9000 Series task chair and lab stool.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Forest Green

Navy

Wine

Graphite

Black

GRN203

BLU204

RED201

GRY259

BLK259

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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2000 Series Chairs
Virco’s stackable 2000 Series chairs combine the strength of heavy-gauge tubular
steel legs with a smooth polypropylene
shell and a comfortably contoured waterfall seat front. They’re available in
12”, 14”, 16” and 18” seat heights for
use in all grade levels; an additional
18” model comes with a padded,
upholstered seat and back. And if
you prefer sled-based chairs, we’ve
got models with four seat heights.
Like Virco’s other classroom furniture lines, the 2000 Series includes
a selection of chair desks. Our popular
model 2700BR features a space-efficient
footprint and tablet arm configuration,
while the model 2400BR gives you a
generous 18” x 24” work surface. If your
applications require sled-based seating,
our model 2440BR delivers excellent
service.
We also offer a 2000 Series mobile task
chair with a rugged 5-point base and an
easy-to-operate pneumatic height adjustment mechanism.

2400BR (shown) and 2400NBR
For a chair desk that features a spacious
18” x 24” high-pressure laminate work surface
with a welded-on steel-rod bookrack, look no
further than Virco’s model 2400BR. Model
2400NBR comes without a bookrack.

Plastic glides come
standard on model
2440BR.

46

2440BR

2700BR

Model 2440BR sled-based combos
give you the convenience of doubleentry seating along with a steel-rod
underseat bookrack.

With its compact tablet arm
configuration, Virco’s model
2700BR helps you devise
effective space-saving classroom layouts.

Virco Inc.

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

An optional 5-pack of
soft casters is available
for the model 2260PGC.

Soft Casters
U9050CAST

CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

Soft Casters
U9024CAST

An optional 4-pack of
soft casters is available
for model 2050 and
2050P mobile chairs.

2018P

•2050P

•2050

2260PGC
Fixed Glides
UGLIDE
An optional 5-pack of
fixed glides is available
for the model 2260PGC.

2000 Series Colors
Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

FRAME FINISH

Chrome
CHRM

2018

2016

2014

5-STAR BASE COLOR

Silver Mist Char Black

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

GRY02

BLK01

BLK01

•Models 2050, 2050P, 2612, 2614,
2616, and 2618 are only available
with a Chrome frame.

2012

LAMINATE TOP

Fusion
Maple

Medium
Oak

Grey
Nebula

MPL385

OAK084

GRY091

Walnut
WAL078

Fusion Maple, Medium Oak and Walnut come
with a clear lacquer edge treatment. Grey Nebula
comes with a black lacquer edge treatment.

Sure Edge® Finish
High-pressure laminate tops
are available with Sure Edge
edge treatment. See page
287 for more information
including color options.

•2618

•2616

•2614

•2612

SOFT PLASTIC SEAT

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

Models 2612, 2614, 2616 and 2618 are recommended for carpeted surfaces only.

Suggested Size Selector
		
Grade
Presch. - K
1
2
3
4
5-16

12”

Seat heights
14”
16”

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

18”

i

See page 277 & 279
for information on
chair trucks. Please
refer to page 311
for “Guidelines for
Stacking & Moving
Furniture.”

HCT789

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

UPHOLSTERY/PLASTIC

Forest Green

Navy

Wine

Graphite

Black

GRN203

BLU204

RED201

GRY259

BLK259

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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Telos Stack Chairs
®

Fixed-height Telos® chairs come in four sizes
for pre-K through high school settings. The
contoured seat and back provide outstanding comfort for hard plastic chairs. Since
students spend more time in their classroom
chairs during the day than in any other seat,
that’s especially important. With Telos, your
students get excellent ergonomic support
from a deeply relieved seat, a waterfall front
and a generous back surface. We invite you
and your students to “test sit” a Telos chair
to feel the difference!

N318

Superior Stacking Capabilities
Unlike other hard plastic seating products, Telos
4-leg chairs can be arranged in 10-high vertical
stacks. In addition, model N318 Telos chairs can
stack 10-high for use with selected Virco chair trucks.

Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

Telos Colors

FRW HARD PLASTIC SEAT AND BACK COLORS

FRAME FINISH

Chrome
CHRM

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

BLK01

Pine

Indigo

Lagoon

Merlot

Strawberry

Raven

GRN85

BLU61

BLU50

RED60

RED80

BLK21

Seats and backs are also
available in Martest 21 hard
plastic colors.

50

Virco Inc.

Squash

Sandstone

Chocolate

YLW47

BRN96

BRN14

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

N316

N314

N312

Suggested Size Selector
		
Grade
Presch. - K
1
2
3
4
5-16

12”

Seat heights
14”
16”

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Suggestions are for students of average height and weight.
18”

Seat heights should be measured by calculating the distance from the floor
to the top of the front curve of the seat. Measurements should not be taken
at the seat’s side or rear.
If at all possible, measure the heights of a representative sample of students
in each grade prior to each school year. This will help you more accurately
determine your specific seating needs as time goes by.
Feel free to contact your Virco Representative with any questions or concerns
you may have regarding classroom seating.

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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3000 Series Hard
Plastic Seating
Virco’s popular Martest 21® hard plastic
chair line begins with our best-selling
3000 Series. These stackable chairs come
in four Quick Ship sizes that readily work
in an array of grade levels. 3000 Series
models are available with 12”, 14”, 16”
and 18” seat heights.
Suggested Size Selector
		
Grade
Presch. - K
1
2
3
4
5-16

12”

Seat heights
14”
16”

18”

Suggestions are for students of average height
and weight.
Seat heights should be measured by calculating the
distance from the floor to the top of the front curve of
the seat. Measurements should not be taken at the
seat’s side or rear.

3018

If at all possible, measure the heights of a representative
sample of students in each grade prior to each school
year. This will help you more accurately determine your
specific seating needs as time goes by.
Feel free to contact your Virco Representative with
any questions or concerns you may have regarding
classroom seating.

3012

3014

3000 Series Colors

i

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

3018

Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

MARTEST 21 HARD PLASTIC SEAT AND BACK COLORS

FRAME FINISH
See page 277 & 279 for
information on chair
trucks. Please refer to
page 311 for “Guidelines
for Stacking & Moving
Furniture.”

3016

Seats and backs are
also available in FRW
hard plastic colors.
Chrome
CHRM

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

BLK01

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Wine

Red

Black

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

RED50

RED70

BLK01

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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3300 Series Hard
Plastic Seating
When your applications require colorfast hard plastic seating with a unitized,
heavy-gauge tubular steel frame, 3300
Series chairs offer an excellent solution.
They come in 12”, 14”, 16” and 18” seat
heights to readily accommodate a fullrange of K-12 educational settings.
Like our 3000 Series models, these chairs
can be ordered in any of six eye-catching Martest 21® hard plastic seat and
back colors.

3318

3316

3314

3312

Suggested Size Selector
		
Grade
Presch. - K
1
2
3
4
5-16

12”

Seat heights
14”
16”

18”

3300 Series Colors

MARTEST 21 HARD PLASTIC SEAT AND BACK COLORS

FRAME FINISH

Suggestions are for students of average height
and weight.

Chrome
CHRM

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

BLK01

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Wine

Red

Black

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

RED50

RED70

BLK01

Seats and backs are also available in FRW hard plastic colors.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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